
         Admin Office: No 5 Kottai street, Thiruninravur, T.N 602024.
Contact: 91-44-24718232; 9444366015. Email:sathiyamg@hotmail.com.   
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Bank:_______________________________________________________.

Branch:_______________________________________________________

Cheque No.:___________________________________________________.Date:_________________.

Amount:_________________.

The Yatra is being organized to enable interested bhakthas to contribute and donate to the
renovation and samprokshanam of the Sri Srinivasa Perumal Kulashekhara Azhvar Temple, 
Thiruvanjikkalam, Kerala and towards this end enable them to visit the temple, participate the 
Thirunakshatram celebrations of Sri Kulashekhara Azhvar and have darshan of other nearby 
Malainadu Divyadesams. 

2.Accommodation would be in non-ac rooms / halls / dormitories depending on the availability.
3.Morning coffee, breakfast, lunch and, dinner would be provided. Water bottles to be bought 
 on their own. 
4.Programme and timings are subject to change.
5.It would be the prerogative of the trust to accept or reject any contribution.
6.While the trust would take care in making the yatra comfortable, pilgrims must bear with any
hardships considering the difficult terrain.
7.Younger yatrikas must offer front seats in the bus to elders.

1.All passengers must carry one Photo Identity Proof.

1.Any cancellation will have to be intimated by email. 
2.Any cancellation before Feb 5th will be given full refund.
3.Cancellations till 15th of February 2018, 50% of the amount will be refunded.
4.No refund will be given for any cancellations thereafter.

Signature:

We confirm that we are physically and mentally fit to undertake this yatra. We are aware of all the
risks associated with the long journey, bathing in rivers, nature of accomodation and we discharge
the trust from any responsibility relating to the same. We affirm that we are teetotallars. We request
the trust to appropriate such amount as it thinks fit from the above amount, as our contribution for 
samprokshanam and renovation expenses of Sri Srinivasa Perumal and Sri Kulashekhara Azhvar 
Temple, Thiruvanjikkalam, after meeting the yatra expenses. We have read the above rules and 
instructions and agree to abide by them. instructions and agree to abide by them. 

Name:___________________________. No of yatrikas:________________

Date:____________________________.

Volunteer Name:___________________. Volunteer Code:____________________.

Cheque No.:____________________.              Date:_______________________.

Amount:_______________________.

Bank:___________________________.               Branch:______________________________.

Samprokshanam dates will be intimated to facilitate participation later on own by yatris.


